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S
tingray’s 2009 lineup ranges
from 19 to 25 feet, and is com-
prised of bowriders, cuddy
cruisers, sportboats, deckboats,

and fish-and-ski models.
I headed to the company’s home in

Hartsville, South Carolina to test-ride
Stingray’s latest introduction, the new 225
series. The 225 CR cuddy version and the LR
bowrider—both on the next-generation Z-
plane hull. This hull features unique contours
to the running surface that extend beneath
both sides of the integrated swim platform.
This creates three-point contact with the
water for an extremely stable ride at high
speeds and a freer-riding hull.

Being from the land of big lakes, I was
impressed with how this deep and beamy
hull offers safety and a dry ride, particular-
ly on a wet day.

A U-shaped seating arrangement in the
aft cockpit maximizes passenger capacity.
A rectangular fiberglass table insert
mounts fore or aft and can be battened
down and stowed under the aft sundeck.

The floor of the cockpit is actually a full
fiberglass liner with molded-in seat bases.
The liner can be equipped with optional
snap-in carpet for more comfort or to
enhance the look.

In the bowrider model, the 225LR, you
will find Stingray’s signature curved bow
seats, which increase the walkway area and
provide more legroom.

The cuddy version, the 225CR, offers

built-in steps that lead to the nonskid fore-
deck and bow for easy access when docking
and anchoring. The cabin houses a center-
cabin porta-potti as well as a starboard-
side portable stove.

Forward is a spacious V-berth that
boasts a round deck hatch with a screen
centered over the berth.

Also, the 225 series comes with a new
stand-up bimini as a standard feature, and
let’s not forget the oversized swim platform.

These are some well-fitted-out boats. They
come with the company’s “convenience pack-
age,” which includes an ethanol-compatible
fuel system, fuel surge protection, a bilge
pump, tilt steering and other goodies. That’s a
value worth more than $3,500, and best of all,
it’s already included in the price.

Performance is pure Stingray—quick
out of the hole, fast but not overpowered.
Both models handle well at all speeds.

Both models are definitely values worth
exploring for boating on the Great Lakes.

specs

LOA ........................................................................................22'11"

Beam........................................................................................8'4"

Draft ..........................................................................................2'9"

Weight (LR) ...........................................................3,364 lbs.

Weight (CR) ...........................................................3,310 lbs.

Fuel capacity ...........................................................57 gals.

Base power .............................Volvo Penta 4.3L MPI

Base price ...............................................Contact dealer

stingrayboats.com

Stingray 225LR & CR
The choice is yours: 

a bowrider or a cuddy cruiser.
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